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News from Council
Welcome! to new member, Beverly McArthur [Dieppe]
Saying Good-bye - Two council members, Emily Logan and
Megan Woodworth, will be leaving their posts as NBRMTA Council
Members over the summer.
Emily has been accepted into the Doctor of Musical Arts Program
in Piano Performance at the University of British Columbia, where
she will be studying with Dr. Terence Dawson. Her studies will begin
in the Fall of 2016 in Vancouver. The School of Music chose her as
one of their nominees for resident membership at Green College.
Green College is a graduate residential college at UBC, housing
approximately 95 graduate students and post-doctoral fellows from
any field of study, but with Interdisciplinary research projects. She
recently received word that she has been accepted into Green
College as a Resident Member, beginning her residency there in
the Fall of 2016. Congratulations to Emily on this honor!
Megan recently got engaged and will be married in August, moving
to Lower Sackville, NS. Megan has been our Registrar and Treasurer
for several years, and will leave a big hole on council! Our loss will
be NSRMTA’s gain as she transfers her membership, sets up a
studio there, and connects with our NS collegues.
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We wish both these young ladies much success in the next phase
of their life!
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The Atlantic Young Artist Competition was held April 23, 2016.
See pages 23-24 for results.

Articles, reviews and announcements
for the Quarter Note are welcome.
Please send to editor, Barbara Long, at
editor@nbrmta.com
Deadline for next issue is July 15

The CFMTA/FCAPM National Piano Competition will be held on
March 20 and 21, 2017 at the MTNA Commemorative Conference
in Baltimore, Maryland. The application deadline will be January
15, 2017. More information will follow in the next issue.
PayPal and Electronic Transfers are now available. All payments
[dues, donations and competitor entry fees] may be paid by PayPal
or electronic transfer to Treasurer Megan Woodworth. Contact
Megan at treasurer@nbrmta.com for details.
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Mark these dates:
If you have any dates for this newsletter calendar please send
to editor@nbrmta.com
June 18 - NBRMTA Council Meeting in Fredericton
July 6 -7 - CFMTA/FCAPM 2016 Annual Executive Meeting
and AGM in Toronto, Ontario
September - NBRMTA AGM in Sackville [date to follow]
January 15, 2017 - Entry deadline for CFMTA/FCAPM
National Piano Competition in Baltimore, Maryland.
March 18 -22 - 2017 Commemorative Conference [MTNA
and CFMTA] in Baltimore Maryland.

If you have dates or other information
to post on the new website,
please send to webmaster@nbrmta.com
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From Fredericton ...
The FMTA was pleased to host the NBRMTA Music Competition in February. Performers came from various
parts of the province and the level of performance was exceptional. March and April have been busy months for
the FMTA. The annual luncheon and auction were held with our March meeting at Jane Bowden’s home. A general recital was held in March where students of various levels performed. There were pianists, instrumentalists,
and vocalists who performed. In April, intermediate and senior students had an opportunity to participate in a
recital as preparation for the upcoming Fredericton Music Festival. The annual Original Works Competition was
held this winter. The adjudicator was Christian Berube. For the first time, a workshop with the adjudicator was
given for the participants. The winners of the competition were announced at the workshop.
Megan Woodworth

From Moncton ...

MMTA missed only one monthly meeting, due to weather, this winter. We continue to meet the second Friday
morning of each month. Since our last report, we are pleased to have welcomed two new members – Thalia
Enstrom and Beverly McArthur. This is encouraging as our numbers were slowly dwindling.
In March, we held a festival recital for our students who were participating in the Greater Moncton Music Festival.
It was a wonderful opportunity for the students to perform their festival repertoire, before the competitions. We
also prepared and delivered welcome bags to the seven adjudicators of the festival.
Letters, with information about the MMTA Scholarship, were hand delivered to high schools in the Greater Moncton area in April. The letter and an application form were also posted on the local school district’s scholarship
website.
Our final meeting for the year will be a breakfast meeting in May. This will be followed by our Annual Meeting.
It is an election year and the nominating committee is working hard on a list of nominees to be voted upon. Our
final recital of the year will be in May and there are plans underway to have a poolside barbeque, followed by an
auction, in late June/early July.
Doris Sabean
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NBRMTA Student Composer Competition
It is that time of year: competition, competition, competition. And just as music students of all ages, levels, and
instruments have been heard rehearsing to perfection their pieces for festival performances around the province,
so have they been working hard, composing original works for this year’s “Student Composer Competition”. All
eight of this year’s entries are pieces written by budding composers for piano and string trio. Frances Balodis,
of Ontario, has happily accepted the adjudicator’s position and looks forward to getting the competitions’ results
back by May 15th. On behalf of the NBRMTA, good luck to all those involved!
Frances Mae Balodis MEd., ARCT, LCCN(H), LCNCM(H), RMT, MYCC is founder (in
1980) of Music for Young Children® and cofounder of CLU™. As a Registered Music
Teacher, Frances received the Hugheen Ferguson Distinguished Teacher award in
Regina SK in July 2011. She was nominated (in 2011) and was a finalist for the Louis
Applebaum Composer Award.
A certified Neurolinguistic Programmer (NLP) and an Accredited DISC Training
provider, as well as teacher with over 50 years experience, Frances is a speaker and
a workshop clinician, adjudicator and examiner. She delights in helping people of all
ages and places understand their learning styles.
Frances is the Chairperson for the Music for Young Children Composition Festival.
Frances has adjudicated at many Festivals. She also enjoys being a Conservatory
Canada examiner. Frances lives in Ullswater, Muskoka, ON. She shares the organist
position at St. Thomas Anglican church, Ullswater, ON. Frances plays handbells in the Bells- A- Pealing bell
choir in Bracebridge.
Frances makes and sells birch bark cards for her business Creative Muskoka Cards. Frances is a member of the
Canadian Association of Professional Speakers CAPS. She is also the director of The Muskoka Men of Song, a
30 voice male choir centered in Bracebridge, ON.

2016-2017 NBRMTA Dues
Dues deadline: July 1, 2016
(Dues not paid by July 1 are subject to a $20 late fee.)
Dues including insurance: $105
Dues not-including insurance: $70
Payment Options:
1) Cheque made payable to NBRMTA and mailed to:
Megan Woodworth, 3-295 University Ave., Fredericton,
NB, E3B 4H9
2) E-transfer to treasurer@nbrmta.com
3) PayPal at http://nbrmta.com/html/memberrenewal.
html
All members must complete a membership renewal
form. The form can be is available, and may
be submitted, online at http://nbrmta.com/html/
memberrenewal.html or can be printed and mailed
dues.
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NBRMTA History
Part 6
Submitted by Rita Raymond Millett, NBRMTA Archivist
In my last installment it was mentioned that a Moncton lawyer, Babbitt Parlee, was willing to waive normal fees
and just charge NBRMTA minimum expenses to prepare the proposed act for presentation to the appropriate
legislative committee. Due to the unfortunate death of Mr. Parlee in a plane crash and that he was carrying all
of our documents at the time, the NBRMTA had to start over again regarding petitioning for registration. I did
some more research regarding this interesting piece of history. T. Babbitt Parlee was born in 1914 in Sussex. He
served on Moncton City Council from 1944 to 1948 and was Mayor of Moncton from 1950 to 1952. In 1952, as
a Progressive Conservative, he and his running mate Joseph Bourgeois won two city of Moncton seats in the
Legislative Assembly of New Brunswick. In 1954, he was named Minister of Municipal Affairs. On January 23,
1957, Parlee and two other men died when their plane crashed in Sunbury County during a snowstorm. He was
flying from Fredericton to Moncton. The wreckage was discovered in May 1957. Parlee Beach was named after
him in 1959.
At the Council Meeting in 1960, it was announced that CFMTA had approved a grant of $500 towards our
registration. Mr. Reginald Bedford announced he would be visiting NBRMTA in an official capacity from CFMTA.
CFMTA adopted the idea of Canada Music Week conceived by Ernest Freeborn (this statement is written in
the document I copied from provincial archives, in a previous article, I had written that the NBRMTA resolution
committee would bring a resolution to CFMTA asking to give preference to the recognition of Canadian artists
and composers so that the association goes on record as favouring Canadian performing artists for concerts
where possible and include worthy Canadian music in festivals and courses of study. At no point have I been
able to find that the idea of Canada Music Week was conceived by Ernest Freeborn. The CFMTA website states
that Canada Music Week was initiated in 1960 to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the CFMTA and that in
1957, the president of CFMTA, Violet Isfled, proposed that a National Week for Music be initiated. The response
was enthusiastic and celebration successful so it was decided to make it an annual event.
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NBRTMA Music Competition
The 5th NBRMTA Music Competition was held Saturday, February 27, 2016 at the Christ Church Parish in
Fredericton. There were 31 entries with all disciplines represented.
The adjudicators were all unanimous that the standard of performance in this music festival was of highest
caliber. The candidates, parents, accompanists (collaborators) and teachers are highly commended for their
outstanding work
The volunteers were superb and helped keep the day organized like clockwork.
Congratulations to all the performers and their teachers!
Thank you to Ross Simonds for organizing the event; to Carolyn Wagner for serving as Secretary. Thank you to
those who served as adjudicators and behind the scenes. All your efforts are appreciated!
Division 1
Mike Zhou, piano -1st place
Maggie Zheng, violin - 2nd place
Madison Mulherin, voice - 3rd place
Justin Demers, piano
Claire LeBlanc-Hadley, piano
Juliana Wang, piano
Mia McLean, piano
Division 2
Nina Cruz, violin - 1st place
Emma He, piano - 2nd place
Doris He, piano - 3rd place
Brandon, Mulherin, piano
Gerry Zhang, violin
Yang Hua, flute
Phillip Ingalls, violin
Division 3
Amanda Zhang, piano - 1st place
Bianca Cruz, violin - 2nd place
Zeting Yin, piano, 3rd place
Nadia Ingalls, piano
Yifei Wang, piano
Alicia Ingalls, violin
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At 2 pm Ross Simons presented the candidates with participation certificates and adjudications from the three
adjudicators, Jennifer Bettle, Yvonne Kershaw and Ruth Nieboer.

Division 4
Chelsea Ahn, piano
Thomas Cardoso-Grant, piano
Martine Jomphe, piano
Dakota Scott-Digout, piano
Megan Watt, piano
David Cooper, trombone
Kobi Davidson, piano
Harris McSheffery, piano
Bryenton Innes, tuba
Tabitha Payzant, piano
Yan-Ru Chen, piano
After lengthy and difficult deliberation, the top seven students were chosen to advance to the second round at 7
pm. The adjudicators for the first round were Christian Berube, Jane Bowden and Sylvia Cormier.

At 9 PM, Ross Simonds announced the winners:
Chelsea Ahn, piano - 1st place
Dakota Scott-Digout, piano - 2rd place
David Cooper, trombone - 3rd place
The adjudicators for the second round were Christian Berube,
Jane Bowden and Ruth Nieboer.

A marvellous day was enjoyed by all!
“This was probably the most fun and exciting competition I have ever adjudicated!
And that's with about 35 years experience.” Ruth Nieboer
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Editor’s note:
Here are some blog postings from Trevor and Andrea at www.teachpianotoday.com I’ve been
following this blog for a few months and wanted to share this great resource and some of the
postings with you.

This Is What The Perfect Piano Recital Welcome Speech
Looks Like
By Trevor Dow
Your spring piano recital is one of only a handful of times when your entire studio population is gathered under
one roof. Taking full advantage of this captive audience and delivering a brilliant recital welcome speech can
accelerate your studio growth and contribute to a long, full, and healthy musical career.
But what does a brilliant welcome speech look like? In today’s post we’re sharing the six components of a “pitch
perfect” recital welcome speech, followed by an actual welcome speech transcript that you can adapt for your
own recital.

HOW TO BUILD THE “PERFECT RECITAL WELCOME SPEECH”
Below I have highlighted the six building blocks that make up a “perfect
piano recital welcome speech”. At the bottom of the post please share
your thoughts on your own welcome speeches and add anything we
may have missed.
Building Block 1 – Set The Stage
After welcoming everyone to your recital, you’ll want to immediately
let people know that there will be students of many different ages,
working at many different levels.
In doing this, you keep your audience’s expectations in check. Some
audience members may assume that every child to grace the stage
will be a mini-Mozart. But, as this may not be the reality in your studio,
it’s a good idea to set the record straight in terms.
Bringing attention to the variety of students in your piano studio has a
second purpose as well. It lets the parents in your audience see what
their children can become and reminds them of where their children
used to be. A reminder of progress does wonders for student retention
and parental satisfaction.
Building Block 2 – Gush About Your Students
Next up, you’ll want to gush about your piano students. Use this
opportunity to highlight all of the accomplishments that have occurred in your studio over the course of the year.
But be sure to keep this studio specific, rather than student centered. For example, you’ll want to say something
like, “The children in my studio completed 357 pieces this year!” as opposed to, “Sarah earned a silver medal in
her Grade 6 exam”.
Building Block 3 – Gush About Your Studio
While your gushing about your students, you’ll want to make sure that your “gushes” include references to the
awesome things that have happened in your piano studio over the course of the year. People lead very busy
lives these days so they can be forgiven if they don’t remember your practice incentives during the fall or your
CD release parties at Christmas.
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And, even if they do remember what has happened over the course of the year, listing off an array of activities in
rapid fire will be impressive… and make you look awesome!
Building Block 4 – Gush About Your Studio Parents
After gushing about your students, go ahead and gush about their parents as well. Use your piano recital
welcome speech to remind them of how appreciative you are of their decision to make music a part of their
children’s lives; recognize their commitment to music.
This could be the most important aspect of any welcome speech because, if carefully crafted, your appreciation
can be used to highlight the importance of music in the lives of children… and ensure an incredible re-registration
rate.
Building Block 5 – Gush About Your Students… Again
If you want to really impress your studio parents, remind them of how proud you are of their children for simply
having the courage to get up on stage and perform music for an audience.
Whenever I deliver this line at my recitals I can see genuine nods of approval in the audience. The thought of
performing in public is terrifying to most adults. When you bring this to their attention, they will be that much more
appreciative of the efforts your piano students are making and understanding of nervous slip-ups that might
occur.
And, most importantly, they will see that music lessons can have incredible value in the lives of their children,
beyond the learning of music itself… which once again, will result in more piano students coming back year after
year after year.
Building Block 6 – Keep The Audience In Their Seats
After reminding your audience of the courage your piano students are about to show, it’s time to hit them with
the big one, “Don’t leave this recital early!” Of course, I would never phrase it like that in a million years, but as
you’ll see below, I have an effective way of communicating my point and ensuring a full recital even as the last
note is played.
First impressions are important… but so are last impressions. If you’re hoping to have strong re-registration rates
and a growing and thriving studio, you do not want parents to leave with an image of a half empty concert hall.
Even if it was packed to begin with, that half empty image will be burned in their minds, making your studio seem
small and not particularly popular.

Below is a sample, fictitious welcome speech that you can use to guide the writing of your own speech. The
recital speech below can be delivered in less than five minutes. Five minutes doesn’t seem like long but when
you’re up in front of an audience time does slow down. If you do not think that your public speaking skills can
engage an audience for this amount of time, chop this speech down to its absolute most important components.
Hello everyone and welcome to our spring recital. I’m so happy to see everyone here today; moms, dads,
grandparents, aunties, uncles, cousins and friends… We have a wonderful line up of performers to entertain you.
Today is a celebration; it’s the very first recital for some students… and it’s the 15th recital for others! Our recital
will showcase a wide variety of levels from young beginners right through to advanced students. This variety
gives older students the opportunity to remember what it was like to be a beginner, and younger students the
chance to see what their hard work will enable them to accomplish in the future!
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I feel so fortunate to teach such a special group of students. This past year has been full of learning, progress
and accomplishments. I just added up the numbers last night, and students in this studio have completed over
300 pieces this year! Perhaps even more impressive is that every student has composed at least 4 original
pieces of their own!
As you probably know, our studio was a very busy place this year – we held several fun practice incentive events
including our very popular E-Fish-Ent Practice and Wild West events. Students had so much fun with weekly
piano theory games and with the improv activities we introduced this year.
We also just recently completed our CD project where students recorded their favorite pieces from the year.
Students can look forward to taking their own personal CD home at the last lesson before the summer break!
In addition to all of the wonderful accomplishments during lesson time, our studio has also been active beyond
the studio… even helping to raise over $500 for local families. We’ve had many students complete their piano
and theory exams with wonderful results. Students also participated in our local music festival and performed in
their school talent shows. Each and every child here today has shown incredible growth and progress and they
should feel very proud of what they have achieved.
Today, we are not only celebrating the fact that your children are learning to play the piano, but that they are
willing to share this gift with others. It is not an easy task to come up here on stage and perform, and the
confidence that these children are building by learning to do this from a young age is so valuable.
Finally, I’d like to take a moment to thank the parents. I am truly grateful for the opportunity to get to know your
children and to work with them each and every week; they continue to amaze me with their intelligence, their
energy and their sense of humor. Thank you for recognizing the value of music in the life of a child. Thank you
for the time you invest in supporting your child at home… and thank you for including me as a part of your child’s
musical education.
Before we begin, I’d like to remind you that students
placed at the end of the recital program have
worked just as hard to prepare their performances
as have students placed at the start. I would ask that
you remain until the end of the program to ensure
that all of these wonderful children experience the
supportive and full audience that they deserve.
And now we’re ready to begin!

Slow practice is undoubtedly the basis for
quick playing.
--Josef Hofmann

I can't imagine practicing any other way,
other than musically. You can't divorce
or separate the technical demands from the
musical demands. As a matter of fact, if
you do, you are never going to master either.
--Abbey Simon
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9 Ideas for Celebrating The “Note Of The Week”
… Note Reading Made Fun
By Andrea Dow
If you have ever had young children, then chances are you’ve spent some time on Sesame Street. And if you’ve
spent some time on Sesame Street, then you know that often an episode will pay homage to one single letter.
So we wondered… if Sesame Street can do it, why can’t we?… But with a twist. That is, why can’t we base an
entire piano lesson, or even a week of piano lessons, around a single note.
Something like… “This week’s piano lesson is brought to you by… Treble C.”
I’ve been testing this idea with the little ones in my studio and have found it to solidify desperately-needed note
reading skills and prevent any lingering confusion.
Plus… it’s so much fun! Keep reading to see what a “Note of the Week” lesson looks like…

THIS WEEK’S PIANO LESSON
BROUGHT TO YOU BY… TREBLE C

IS

The idea behind the “Note of the Week” approach is to
laser focus lesson activities on a single note. Picking
just one note at a time enables you to isolate guide
notes, choose notes that are frequently confused and/
or not yet memorized, and eliminate any potential gaps
in understanding.
This fun approach to note reading does not mean
your students must only play tunes, perform technical
exercises, and play games that have just one note; it
simply means that special attention is given to a “special
note”. It’s a simple and effective way to boost notereading confidence and skills in young piano students.

9 WAYS TO CELEBRATE THE “NOTE OF
THE WEEK”
Want to give the “Note of the Week” a try? It’s simple…
each week, choose a note to “celebrate” and then pick
3 different activities from the list below. As the weeks
go by and new notes are introduced be sure to select
different activities; allowing for an activity rotation
ensures you touch on all learning styles… you never
know what might “click”!
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Pin it!

– Draw a staff on a piece of poster paper. Draw the “Note of the Week” on the staff. Cut out several
“whole note” circles. Blindfold your students and ask them to pin a “whole note” circle to its correct location on
the staff. Once your students place a whole note on the staff, discuss how far (or how close) their pinned note
was to the correct place using steps, skips and intervals (Look… your pinned note is on G… which is a 3rd away
from our note of the week, B).

Highlight it!

– Give your students a “special pen” (highlighter, gel pen etc.) and ask them to seek out the
“Note of the Week” in their current and past pieces. When they find ithe “Note of the Week” they can highlight it,
circle it, or draw a star above it… anything to identify it within the context of their music. Next, have your students
write the number of times the note was found on a small card and pin it somewhere in your studio. By the end of
the week you’ll have a tally of the number of times it was found by all of your little students in your entire studio
(a “fun fact” to share on your Facebook page etc.)

Float it!

Inflate eight to ten balloons and have a party for your “Note of the Week”. On each balloon, draw a
staff with a sharpie and then add a note. Make sure at least two balloons contain the “Note of the Week”. Then,
as your students arrive for their lessons have them locate a balloon with the “Note of the Week”.

Hide it! Print out several flash cards showing the “Note of the Week” plus a variety of others. Hide the flashcards around the studio and ask your students to hunt for the cards and bring back only the ones that show the
“Note of the Week”. Get your students to re-hide the cards for the students that come to lessons next.

Eat it!

Print out a blank staff and, before your students leave their lessons, ask them to place a gummy bear
(or a healthy treat option) on the staff where the “Note of the Week” belongs. If they are correct, let them eat the
gummy bear. If they are not correct, let them eat it anyway!

Aim at it!

Using painter’s tape, create a staff on your piano studio floor. Give your students three attempts
to toss a crumpled ball of tape at the staff in an attempt to land it as close as possible to the location of “Note of
the Week”.

Riddle it! Let your piano students discover the “Note of the Week” by decoding clues. Saying things such as
“Clue #1: I have a line through my middle… Clue #2 – I’m a fourth higher than C… Clue #3 – I’m found in the
bass clef and my neighbour is G”.

Snap it! Have your piano students draw the “Note of the Week” on a large staff and then snap a picture of

your students with their new best friend. A sea of “Note of the Week” pictures will look fantastic as a collage on
your Facebook page, is a cool addition to your Instagram account, and can be emailed home to parents. These
pictures will also make a great keepsake to for piano binders or scrapbooks for your waiting area.

Show and Tell it!

Email the “Note of the Week” to your piano students in advance of their lessons and
have them bring in an item from home that begins with the same letter (for example, if the “Note of the Week” is
G a student could bring in a grapefruit). Have students place their item on the large staff where the “Note of the
Week” is found and snap a photo. As is the case with the previous activity, these pics can be used for student
binders and scrapbooks. Bringing items from home also gets Mom and Dad involved in the piano lesson process… and that’s always a good thing!
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Professional Development Series 2016
– Formulas for Interpretation
Submited by Emily Logan
The 2016 Quarter Note Newsletters will feature “Formulas for Interpretation” by pianist and pedagogue Virginia
Weckstrom. Virginia Weckstrom is Artist Teacher of Collaborative Piano and Chamber Music at the Shepherd
School and Artist in Residence at the Glenn Gould School. She is also a member of the artist faculty at the Aspen
Music Festival. Previously, Ms. Weckstrom taught collaborative piano and chamber music at the Cleveland
Institute of Music and was director of Chamber Music at the Residential College of the University of Michigan.
She also chaired the piano department at the Neighborhood Music School in New Haven, Ct, and was a founder
of the Ann Arbor School for the Performing Arts (MI), creating successful educational programs and concert
series at both institutions.
Each issue of the Quarter Note Newsletter of 2016 will contain 5 formulas. Consider each of the five, perhaps try
implementing them in your studio, and modify them as needed to fit the needs of your students. Watch for five
more formulas in each of the 2016 editions!

20 Formulas for Interpretation
Part 2
The following "formulas" are intended to facilitate one's journey to musical independence.

6. Exaggerate the Opposites
Create a list:
		

song/dance		

question/answer 		

thick/thin 		

		

strong/weak

vertical vs horizontal

held/flowing

high/low

7. As pitch rises, sound gets louder, descending sounds get softer.
Psychologically and physiologically music that goes up feels different than music that goes down (but 		
not always)

8. Phrasing - Note groupings
"A group of notes that has a magnetism that makes them fit together and create a musical idea."
"Beginning with tension,(strength) having a shape and often tapering or releasing at the end."
"Small phrase, small musician."

9. Tension - Release
Not only a musical principle, but a life principle.

10. Basslines - foundation of harmonic rhythm
Pair with voicing and balance (frame)
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On the Wild Side
Using animals to bridge the gap between the abstract
and concrete in music learning
By: Christy Kiespert
In every subject, teachers face considerable obstacles when asking students to grasp abstract concepts. Young
students with mostly concrete thinking skills may seem to struggle with this the most. However, in all stages of
learning, real world examples of theoretical ideas can be extremely useful.
As I have worked with students of all ages in my piano studio, several musical ideas stand out as particularly
confusing: tempo markings, landmark notes, differences in articulation, dynamic levels, texture, and practice
strategies.
This year, my students have been particularly excited when I introduce or discuss these intangible ideas. Why?
I am now using animals in all shapes and sizes to characterize these abstract concepts. The attractive animal
erasers produced by IWAKO brand erasers have been particularly helpful in giving the students a hands-on
example for each concept. I have also created hand-drawn coordinating animal stickers that my students can
apply directly to their music. Their enthusiasm for these animal characters is infectious!
These are some of the ways I've been using the “Wild Side” animals lately in my studio, with suggestions to the
students on how to apply the animals to their musical learning at the piano.

Tempo
Each of these animals characterizes a different musical tempo.
Learning the Italian terms for tempi is a difficult task - particularly since so many of the terms begin with the letter
"A."
I researched the top speeds of several animals to find natural movement associations. I thought it would make
memorizing the tempo easier if we could connect the speed of the animal with the speed of a musical composition. The beats per minute (bpm) are based on the tempo markings indicated on a standard metronome.
Introducing . . .
Presto the Cheetah: 70 mph (168-200 bpm)
Allegro the Giraffe: 37 mph (126-160 bpm)
		

Allegretto the Horse: 30 mph (120 bpm)
		

Moderato the Bear: 25-30 mph (108-116 bpm)

				

Andante the Cow: 25 mph (80-104 bpm)

			

Adagio the Pig: 11 mph (66-76 bpm)

						

Lento the Turtle: 0.17 mph (63 bpm or slower)
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Some ideas for using these tempo eraser animals . . .
- perform a piece and ask the listener to choose the appropriate animal to describe the tempo
- move like a particular animal, then play any piece with that particular tempo
- compose a piece inspired by a particular animal and corresponding tempo
- make name cards or a page with tempi names; scramble the animals and try to match the
correct tempi and animal
- practice a difficult place in your piece at varying tempi, using the animals to prompt changes.
First, try Lento the turtle, then move up to Adagio the pig, etc.
Decide which animal most accurately conveys the composer's intention!

Landmark Notes
Landmark notes are specific notes that can serve as guides as we explore the piano.
The most common landmark note is Middle C - the key for Middle C is the C closest to the middle of the piano.
Other favorite landmark notes include:
- Treble G: the G key just a bit higher than Middle C
the Treble G note is located on the Treble Staff on the line circled by Treble Clef’s curly-Q.
- Bass F: the F key just a bit lower than Middle C
the Bass F note is located on the Bass Staff on the line between the dots of the Bass Clef
- High G: the G key above Treble G; the High G note is on the top space of the Treble Staff
- Low F: the F key below Bass F; the Low F note is located on the low space of the Bass Staff
In choosing Landmark animals, I looked for animals that create sounds with appropriate pitch.
However, I was also interested in making sure that the low animals lived on the ground, the middle animal could
hop, and the high animals could fly! This connection can help a great deal when reading the notes on the Grand
Staff.
Elephant: lives on the ground and can produce sounds so low that humans cannot hear them.
Rhinoceros: lives on the ground and makes some very low sounds, but usually not as low as the elephant.
Frog: can easily move along the ground or hop higher in the air; can easily hop from Bass to Treble Staff.
Birds: usually sing very high and enjoy perching in trees and flying in the sky. Of course, male and female birds
do not necessarily have different pitched calls. But male and female people often do - and the association can
still help!

Low F Elephant

Bass F Rhinoceros

Middle C Frog
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Treble G bird (male)

High G bird (female)

Some ideas for using these Landmark Note erasers . . .
- find Middle C with the frog
- find Treble G and Bass F with the appropriate animals
- close your eyes and ask someone else to play one of the Landmark Note keys. Guess which one it is!
- close your eyes and ask someone else to mix up the animals; open your eyes and put them in the correct 		
places, naming each Landmark Note
- if you have flash cards with Middle C, Treble G, and Bass F, play the correct key on the piano and then find
the correct animal for that key
- add High G and Low F
- compose a piece only using Landmark Notes

Articulation
Articulations are special effects or ways to touch the piano.
The difference between hearing "smooth" (legato) and "bouncy" (staccato) on the piano is an important listening
skill.
However, to create these sounds at the piano, it is also important to understand non-legato. Pitches that are not
connected might seem to be staccato. However, a true staccato has a bounce that usually requires a specific
technical movement. Pitches that are a bit longer might almost seem to be connected. However, a true legato
sound is created by evenness of tone and control of the hand.
These animals help demonstrate the different in movement between legato, non-legato, and staccato.
Legato Shark - water animal who moves almost silently through the water with focus and control.
Non-legato Alligator – depending on where you find him, the alligator can appear to be a land or water animal;
however, he does not live exclusively in one or the other. He is never as smooth as the shark or as bouncy as
the kangaroo.
Staccato Kangaroo - bounces using strong muscles and upward bursts of energy; comes in both Mama and
Joey varieties!
Some ideas for articulation animals . . .
- play one of the three touches on the piano; ask
the listener to identify the animal characterized
by the sound
- play three contrasting articulations in
sequence on the piano; ask the listener to
place the animals in the correct order in which
they were performed
- perform a piece, but freeze at a particular moment. Ask the listener to choose the appropriate animal to 		
describe the articulation at that time.
- move like a particular animal, then play any piece with that articulation
- compose a piece inspired by a one animal articulation or several in a row!
- play a warm-up or a section of a piece with the RH as one animal and the LH as another animal; then switch!
- practice a difficult place in your piece at with varying articulations to develop finger control and artistry
Decide which animal most accurately depicts the composer’s intention!
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Dynamics
Each of these animals characterizes a different intensity of sound. In music, we call these different levels of
sound dynamics.
These animals can help us associate unfamiliar Italian words with the type of sound created by each animal.
Introducing . . .
Sforzando the Monkey: suddenly laughs loud
Fortissimo the Whale: creates the loudest sounds on earth; recorded at 230 decibels!
		

Forte the Lion: roars around 114 decibels

			

Mezzo forte the Dog: barks around 100 decibels

				

Mezzo piano the Cat: purrs around 25 decibels

					

Piano the Panda: small squeaks and barks

					

(also in subito piano position - suddenly drops down on all fours)

						

Pianissimo the Hamster: very quiet squeaks

Some ideas for using these dynamic eraser animals . . .
- perform a piece and ask the listener to choose an animal to describe the dynamic level
- make sounds like a particular animal, then play any piece with that particular tempo
- compose a piece inspired by a particular animal and corresponding dynamic level
- make name cards or a page with dynamic names; scramble the animals
- line up the dynamic animals in a particular order; follow the order as you practice your piece
Decide which animal order best matches the composer's intention!

Texture
Unlike many musicians, pianists have the ability to produce many pitches at the same time.
The number of pitches played at the same time and the relationship between these pitches is often called the
texture.
When listening to the texture of a piece, the first question I usually ask is “Where is the melody?” The melody is
the tune or theme of a piece; it is the part you usually start humming as you listen to the piece.
The next question is usually “Where is the harmony?” Some pieces have only melody, but many pieces have
both harmony and melody. The harmony is the back-up part that supports the melody. It also usually helps
18

us decide on the mood of the piece. Longer harmony notes might make the piece feel more calm, which shorter
notes harmony notes make the piece feel busier.
These animals can help us identify the layers of the ocean with the layers of sound in a piece:
Dolphin - soprano or upper part (dives to a depth of 90 feet)
Sea turtle - alto voice or upper middle part (dives to 3,000 feet)
		

Seal - tenor voice or lower middle part (dives to 5,000 feet)

			

Shark - bass voice or lower part (dives to 10,000 feet)

				

Coral - harmonic foundation of the piece

Once you have established the coral level (harmonic analysis), you can decide which animals are present in the
piece.
Your piece may only contain a shark (lower part) and a dolphin (upper part) swimming through the coral. Or
you may have three animals present. Sometimes the melody will be an upper part for the dolphin. Other times,
it might be in the lowest parts of the ocean for the shark. In some pieces, bringing out the middle part as the
melody is the best idea.

Some ideas for using the ocean layers in your piece . . .
- identify the number of animal parts in each measure of your piece
- label the coral structure (chord structure)
- identify the melody animal in each measure; bring that part out a bit louder than the other
harmony parts
- look for places that the parts cross each other or swim together in unique ways and highlight
those sections

Practice
I call these little dogs "Practice Puppies."
Using these to practice a specific section of a piece provides an opportunity really dig deep and focus on the
difficulties in a section.
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This is the way it works .
..
The "Practice Puppies"
are lost and need to get
home to their dog houses.
The only way to get a dog
home is to play a section correctly. You decide
how big - two notes, one
measures, two lines, one
page, whatever you think.
Usually, the smaller the
section, the better.

If you play it correctly once, you can move one puppy over to her house.

If you play it correctly twice in a row, you can move the second puppy to his house.
If you miss anything the second time, both puppies runaway again and return to their original position.
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The goal is to play the section three times in a row correctly. The "Practice Puppies" help us keep track.
Occasionally, they also yip and howl, depending on how excited they are about our performance.
When you get all three
puppies home, you can let
them runaway again. Now try
a bigger section - if you did two
notes, now do three! Going
backward one note is my
favorite way to make the group
bigger.
I personally have used three
times in a row practice for
over 15 years. I can always
tell in my performances that
I feel more comfortable and
confident if I have mastered
even the tiniest problem spot
three times in a row.
For a bonus, you can use the dog toys for your final round of puppy practice.
Try it and enjoy your improvement with the "Practice Puppies!"

Conclusion
Going a bit on the “Wild Side” and using the animals as physical examples of abstract concepts has really
enabled my students of all ages to have a better understanding of tempo markings, landmark notes, differences
in articulation, dynamic levels, texture, and practice strategies.
I hope you and your students enjoy using them to become better musicians!

Christy Kiespert completed a B. S. in Piano Performance at Southern Nazarene
University and an M. M. E. in Piano Pedagogy at the University of Oklahoma. She is
a Nationally Certified Teacher of Music (NCTM) and member of the Music Teachers
National Association (MTNA). She enjoys teaching students in her private piano studio
in Yukon, Oklahoma.
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Celebration
Series
2015 Edition
®

COMING IN SPRING 2015
The award-winning
Celebration Series® revised
to inspire today’s students!
New repertoire and etudes books feature an outstanding selection of pieces from
all style periods, including fresh and exciting compositions by today’s most popular
composers to motivate students. Each volume includes CD and digital recordings
performed by concert artists that provide a model to which students can aspire.
The Celebration Series® includes:
k twelve repertoire books (Preparatory A and Preparatory B through Level 10)
k ten etudes books (Levels 1 through 10)
Updated Technical Requirements for Piano support the requirements of the Piano
Syllabus, 2015 Edition.
Updated Four Star® Sight Reading and Ear Tests include online ear-training
exercises to allow for practice at home.

Find out more at
CelebrationSeries2015.com
or call 1.800.461.6058
FOLLOW US:
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Atlantic Young Artist Competition
Saturday, April 23, 2016
Mount Allison University

On Saturday, April 23, four talented musicians competed in the 2016 Atlantic Young Artist Competition held at
Mount Allison University. The number of entrees might have been low, but the quality of the performances was
extremely high. Each performer presented a recital program approximately 45-minutes in length of contrasting
works.
The competitors were:
Sarah Harrigan (violin), Nova Scotia
Lala Lee (piano), Nova Scotia
Marcel d’Entremont (tenor), Nova Scotia
Dakota Scott-Digout (piano), from Nova Scotia, but studying in New Brunswick
The winner of this year’s Young Artist Competition is twenty-five year old tenor
Marcel d’Entremont from Merigomish, Nova Scotia. Nhat-Viet Phi was his
collaborative pianist for this performance. Marcel has studied voice with Peter
Groom at Mount Allison University and Christianne Rushton at Acadia University
where he received his Bachelor of Music. In 2015 he received his Master of
Music in Vocal Performance at the University of Toronto studying with Wendy
Nielsen. His extensive list of performances has included appearances with
Opera Nova Scotia, Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony and Grand Philharmonic
Choir, University of Toronto Opera, and a tour with Jeunesses Musicales du
Canada.
As the Atlantic Young Artist for 2016, Marcel d’Entremont will embark upon a
short concert tour of the Atlantic region in the fall. Pianist Lala Lee was named
runner up in the competition. In the event that d’Entremont is unable to do the
tour it will go to Ms. Lee.
The adjudicators for this competition were Richard Boulanger and Nadia Francavilla. Boulanger’s training began
in Montreal and continued to Germany with pianist Karl Engel and Paris where he studied with Nadia Boulanger.
He received his Doctorate in Musicology from the Sorbonne. He is currently active as a concert pianist and full
professor of music history and piano at the Université of Moncton.
Francavilla is a graduate of McGill University. She has extensive orchestral background, and has spent several
years with Quatuor Arthur-LeBlanc and Quatuor Bozzini. Presently, she performs most often with Motion2,
Atlantica and Moineaux D’Entendre. She has taught violin at the Université of Moncton since 2010 and has
recently begun teaching violin at Mount Allison University.
The Atlantic Young Artist Competition and Tour are projects of the Canadian Federation of Music Teachers’
Associations and its provincial counterparts in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Prince Edward
Island. The competition is open to pianist, singers and instrumentalists between the ages of 16 and 25 (27 for
singers) who are currently studying with a Registered Music Teacher.
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Atlantic Young Artists Competition
Saturday, April 23, 2016
Mount Allison University, Sackville, NB

Competitors: Dakota Scott-Digout [Piano], Lala Lee [Piano], Sarah Harrigan [Violin], Marcel d’Entremont [Tenor]

Richard Boulanger, Marcel d’Entremont, Nadia Francavilla

Richard Boulanger, Nhat-Viet Phi,
Marcel d’Entremont, Nadia Francavilla
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Plan to Attend ...
THE 2017 COMMEMORATIVE CONFERENCE
IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND!
Now is the time to begin planning to attend the 2017 Commemorative Conference, being held at the Baltimore
Marriot Waterfront Hotel and Conference Center, March 18 to 22, 2017!
You will want to be there! This international conference once again brings together music teachers from across
North America, as the Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) and the Canadian Federation of Music
Teacher’s Associations (CFMTA) gather to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of our first joint venture, the 2007
Collaborative Conference which took place in Toronto.
If you have ever thought about attending an international conference, or wish you had the resources to make it
happen, now is the time to plan.
CFMTA offers the following suggestions to help make attending this international conference a reality, not just a
dream!

What’s in it for you?
Attending the Commemorative Conference provides an excellent professional development opportunity for you
to upgrade your teaching skills, learn new ideas and repertoire, and revitalize your career. All year long you read
books and magazines, attend concerts, participate in local meetings and shop at your local music store. But, at
what other time would you have the opportunity to hear some of the best pedagogues in the world teach, listen
to seasoned performers, see the latest in teaching products, and network with your colleagues in one place at
one time?
In the business world this is called “cost-to-benefit ratio”- this opportunity is being made available to you in March
2017, and your cost-to-benefit ratio is at the highest it could be.

Setting the calendar for your studio
As you prepare for the 2016-2017 teaching year, determine how many weeks you are going to teach and when.
To ensure you have the necessary income and time off to go to the conference, plan your calendar so you start
teaching one week earlier or teach one week later. Another way to set your calendar is to schedule the dates that
you will be gone and then arrange for make-up lessons, or do a group lesson(s).
The 2017 conference begins the morning of March 18, with Pedagogy Saturday and the official opening
ceremonies and concert that evening. The conference closes at noon on Wednesday, March 22.
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Setting tuition for your studio
When you set your tuition for the upcoming year, be sure to budget for your conference expenses. Plan into your
budget: travel costs for airfare, a passport, hotel accommodations, food and miscellaneous spending money for
purchasing new music materials for your studio from the fabulous exhibit hall.
Remember as an independent studio teacher, you can claim all these professional development expenses to
lower the amount of income tax you pay.

Communicating the importance
It will be important to communicate to your students, and their parents, that you are planning to attend the
Commemorative Conference in Baltimore, as a time for professional renewal and networking. You can let them
know about this in a newsletter or through other correspondence. Find out now if others in your local or provincial
association are interested in attending the conference and make plans to travel and room together. Depending
on where you live, you might even consider car-pooling, or renting a small van together and making this a
“group” adventure!

Countdown to Baltimore begins now!
If you have any questions or would like further information, please contact Pat Frehlich at professionaldevelopment@
cfmta.org

Immerse yourself in a degree in
Music at Mount Allison
mta.ca/programs/music
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NBRMTA Yearly Deadline Calendar
Newsletter
Submission deadlines				
September 15					
January 15					
April 15					
July 15						

Publication dates
October 1		
February 1		
May 1
August 1

Community Volunteer Award for students
Dates to send in accumulated points for certificates: May 1 and October 1 of each year
Memorial Scholarship
Fredericton
2001			
Moncton				
2002			
Sackville				
2003			
Saint John				
2004			
Victoria County						
Carleton County						
Festival of Musical Arts					

2005		
2006		
2007		
2008		
2009		
2010		
2011		

2012
2014
2013
2016

The CFMTA/FCAPM Documentation of Professional Achievements form
January 1, 2017 for points accrued from January 1, 2015
CF Magazine submissions
Winter Edition:
Submission deadline – December 1
			
Publication – January
Topic: Canada Music Week Report
Submitted by: Canada Music Week Coordinator
Spring Edition
		

Submission deadline – April 1
Publication – May

Canada Music Week Edition:Submission deadline – August 15
				
Publication – September
Topic: Composer profiles
Submitted by: 1st Delegate
CF Piano Competitions (biennial)
Toronto (CF/MTNA Collaborative Conference)
Sackville
Regina
Halifax (Piano and Voice)
Vancouver		
Baltimore, Maryland		
(CFMTA/MTNA Commemorative Conference)

March 2007
July 2009
July 2011
July 2013
July 2015
March 2017
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2015

Young Artist Competitions – (biennial)
Sackville
Dieppe
Sackville

2006		
2008		
2010		

Sackville
Sackville
Sackville

2012
2014
2016

NBRMTA Music Competition (biennial)
Dieppe		
Woodstock		
Fredericton		

2008		
2010		
2012

Moncton
2015
Fredericton 2016

Annual General Meeting and Convention
September 2016

Check out our website www.nbrmta.com

Check out the Medical Benefits!
As a member of the NBRMTA, you are a member of CFMTA/FCAPM and you are eligible for
GROUP HEALTH AND DENTAL BENEFITS from Morneau Shepell.
To get more information or a personal online quote directly from Morneau Shepell, a link will be on the
CFMTA/FCAPM website [www.cfmta.org] under Members Resources.
GROUP HOME/AUTO INSURANCE from The Personal Home and
Auto Group Insurer
To get more information or a personal online quote directly from The
Personal, go to the CFMTA/FCAPM website (www.cfmta.org) under
Members Resources.
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New Brunswick Registered Music Teachers’ Association
Provincial Executive and Council
2015 - 2016
Past President and second delegate to CFMTA, Competition Co-Convenor and AYA Co-Convenor - Lynn
Johnson, PO Box 25164, Moncton, NB E1C 9M9 506.756.2140 pianos@xplornet.ca
President, first delegate to CMFTA, Canada Music Week Convenor and Quarter Note Magazine Editor Barbara Long, 11119 Route 130, Somerville, NB E7P 2S4 506.375.6752 editor@nbrmta.com
Vice President - Catherine Fitch Bartlett, 46 Larsen Lane, Salisbury, NB E4J 3N6 cfitch@mun.ca
Secretary and Webmaster - Terri-Lynn McNichol, 354 Riverview Place, Saint John, NB E2M 1M6
terrilynnmcnichol@gmail.com
Treasurer and Registrar - Megan Woodworth, 295 University Ave., Apt. 3, Fredericton, NB E3B 4H9
506.472.8707 meganwoodworth@gmail.com
Archivist - Rita Raymond-Millett, 1 Earle’s Court, Quispamsis, NB E2E 1C3 506.849.3917
jrmilray@nb.sympatico.ca
Competition Co-Convenor - Ross Simonds, 65 Regiment Creek Avenue, Fredericton NB E3A 9W1
506.474.2905 rossas@nb.sympatico.ca
Emily Logan, 116 Goldleaf Court, Riverview, NB E1B 0M1 506.383.4677 emilycl@nbnet.nb.ca
Ruth Nieboer, 227 Carney Street, Fredericton, NB E3A 3A3 506.455.0265 hrnieboer@gmail.com
David Rogosin, Department of Music, Mount Allison University, 134 Main St., Sackville, NB E1E 1R2
506.364.2380 drogosin@mta.ca
Doris Sabean, 34 Llangollen Rd., Moncton, NB E1E 3W5 506.852.4980 dsabean@nb.aibn.com

Non-Council Convenor
AYA Co-Convenor - Stephen Runge, Department of Music, Mount Allison University, 134 Main St., Sackville,
NB E4L 1A6 506.364.2173 (work) srunge@mta.ca
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